Affidavit

I, ______________________ of legal age, executive and resident of ______________bajo the most
formal oath I DECLARE FOLLOWING:
1. That my name and other personal circumstances are those expressed above.
2. I appear as the owner and registered owner of the vehicle mark ______________, año_______,
color_______ which is identified with the _______ tablet and its serial number or "vin number" is
____________
3. That in favor of ________________________el Department of Transportation and Public Works of the
Associated Free State of Puerto Rico issued the Certificate of Title corresponding to the motor vehicle
that is identified as identified in the previous paragraph.
4. That, by this statement, I authorize Crowley of Puerto Rico and OTH Logistics LLC to carry out the
related arrangements he sent from Puerto Rico to the United States, of the motor vehicle identified with
the tablet ______________ his serial number or "vin number" is ________ The car is being transported
for moving reasons.
5. That I hereby release the Department of Transportation and Public Works and-or the Puerto Rico Police
from any civil and-or criminal action that would be taken by the underwring.
6. That, by this declaration, I authorizeAlexandra Castro Roldán with LIC 4599139/PR to carry out the
arrangements related to the shipment from Puerto Rico of the motor vehicle that is identified with the
tablet _________ and its serial number or "vin number" is _________________________ as identified in
the above outings, bound for ____________, United States, and the power to sign all necessary
documents, including whether necessary or convenient, public and private, in the name of
______________ before the Federal Customs Service, or to any other public or private agency and public
or private corporation for the purpose of requesting and contracting the maritime transport of such
vehicle to the de___________________ State.
7. That the above stated is the truth, I consist of own and personal knowledge and I swear and subscribe
to it for all relevant legal purposes. In ___________, hoy____ _________ of ____.

Afidávit number ______
Jury and subscribed before me by ___________________________ of the circumstances expressed
above, whom I attest to knowing personally.
___________________ Notary Public

